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Joe Dowden shows how to capture water in all its moods from quiet ponds and shallow puddles to
babbling brooks and slow-moving rivers. Using over 80 step-by-step photographs and a variety of
inspirational paintings, he clearly illustrates all the techniques - from laying an initial wash to adding
the final details. There is clear information on what materials you need and on composition, using
colour and on types of water. There are then clear step by step demonstrations on painting deep
water, lively water and shallow water, and there are plenty of beautiful inspirational paintings
besides. All watercolour landscape artists need to know how to paint water, and Joe Dowden is an
expert teacher, showing how to create the effect of water of all kinds using simple techniques.
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*This review in no way reflects the quality of the artist's work but rather the format in which it is
reproduced.*Package came in a timely manner. I ordered late Dec.18th and it arrived early Dec.21st
in an 8.5 x 11 bubble padded, mailing envelope. The package was so light and small that I expected
the contents to be a tiny tube of a trial sized skin care product I ordered from at the same
time.*Whether one expects a small book or not, the contents represented in this miniaturized
version result in disappointmentThis Search Press version of Water in Watercolor by Joe Frances
Dowden is an 8.2 x 5.9 x 0.2 inches handbook. Exactly as described. Accurately labeled a
"handbook," it might be perfect for a minimalist with magnified vision. In my opinion this is a $2.50
booklet with a $7.19 price tag.*I'm rating this book not so much on the contents but rather the size of

the product which greatly diminishes the quality of the contents. The "Art Handbooks" series is a
misguided attempt to shrink detailed imagery into a cheap format and market it as "convenient and
transportable." On the surface this sounds like a good idea and for some it might be if you're
comfortable using a magnifying glass to examine detail while trying to practice or apply those
techniques to your work. When you get down to it, at any given time I might carry no less than three
different sized watercolor paper pads or blocks ranging from 5x7 to 18x24 and 20x30 art boards
along with my paint, pallet, brushes, rinsing jars, paper towels, spray bottle, and sometimes my
easel. If I am going to all that trouble, do you really think I want to skimp on the size of my tutorials?
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